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the pursuit  of  duties  while  ser ving
their country. That their dedication,
d e e d s  a n d  s u p r e m e  s a c r i f i c e  b e  a
constant source of motivation toward 
g r e a t e r  a c c o m p l i s h m e n t s .  P l e d g e
loyalty and patriotism to the United
States of  America and its Constitution.”

Living in a machine with over a hundred sailors requires a person to be flexible socially 
and sometimes physically. I spent two decades on United States Navy submarines per-
forming sonar duties among eccentric personalities in incredibly stressful situations. 

When sailors report to their first submarine, they are joining a work culture unlike any 
other. Surrounded by crew members busily moving about tight spaces and narrow walk-
ways, announcements over the circuit boxes, roving watchstanders, equipment humming to 
400hz fans, it can be anxiety-inducing to any sailor. 

That’s why every new crewmember starts as a NUB. But, if they work hard and learn the 
systems, they will earn their Dolphins and become a member of another entirely unique 
subculture within the grander social hierarchy that exists within the confines of the sub-
merged tube they call home for months on end.

Here’s what is expected of a new crew member and a bit about the various “unique” groups 
of people aboard the submarine, one of which, the NUB, will find themselves an integral 
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USS Dolphin (AGSS-555) cruising on the surface. The deck crew emphasizes her compact size.

Nukes, Nubs and Coners:  
The Unique Social Hierarchy  
Aboard a Nuclear Submarine
Getting assigned to your first sub doesn’t make you a submariner, and once 
you become one you’ll find yourself in a social structure unlike any other.
(Reproduced from The War Zone website - originally posted June 16, 2020)
by Aaron Amick

Editor’s Corner
Sadly, the COVID pandemic now 
continues to dramatically worsen 
instead of improve—the unfor-
tunate result of so many still not 
taking it seriously. May you and 
yours please endeavor to stay safe 
while managing to eke out some 
traditional magic from this still 
very special season.—Jeff

Sailors aboard the USS Indiana (SSN-789) eat dinner in the crew’s mess while underway.
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Dave Vanderveen, 
Base Commander

From the Wardroom . . .

Shipmates and Ladies,

This has been a tough year for most of us, especially those whose 
families have been touched by Coronavirus. Some of us may feel the 

depressive effects of isolation, or worry, or the narrow routine of living under COVID 
constraints.  

One of my neighbors, a usually polite, positive lady, said this stuff has gone on so long 
this year that 2020 has become an epithet; as in, “you son-of-a-2020” and “what the 
2020 do you think you’re doing?” I tend to look for the upside in most things, so I had 
a good laugh listening to that sweet woman “vent,” and I appreciate her humor. I firmly 
believe things will be better, and I hope that will be soon!

As we near the end of 2020, there are a couple of important things to keep in mind.  
Marilyn Senior has helped most of us stay current with our National and/or Base 
dues, and only a handful of members still need to get them in. If you are one of those, 
please don’t delay. Also, this year we cannot hold our annual Holiday Lunch meeting 
in December, so we will conduct our December meeting via Zoom. For those of you 
who watch our Treasury activity, the Base will have substantially less expense this year 
because of that.

While I enjoy the warmth and comfort of my family and the meaning of the Christmas 
season, I will think of our military members who will be far from their own loved ones.  
Like many of you, I spent several holidays at sea missing my family, and I know those 
folks stationed far from home will feel that same sense of want. I wish for them and for 
all of you good health, safety, and happiness this Holiday Season and into 2021.

I hope we can all enjoy the true meaning of the holidays and appreciate what is good 
in our lives. If it is at all possible, I hope you may spend time with your families and 
friends during this season. We must remember, though, to protect our own health and 
others around us when we do gather!

Merry Christmas, Happy Holidays!

Dave Vanderveen
Commander  
Los Angeles-Pasadena Base

Editor’s note: Dave also reminds us that our December 19th Zoom gathering will take place 
at 11:00 a.m. as our regular monthly meeting. Members will receive an e-mailed invitation 
which they need only “accept” to be able to join in. See you then!—Jeff
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November
Zoom Mtg.
Sailing List

(concluded on next page)

General Minutes of November 21, 2020 Zoom Mtg.

Dave Vanderveen, Base Commander, opened the meeting at 1107 hrs., once again via Zoom 
conference. COB Ray Teare then led us in prayer with a benediction, followed by Dave’s 
request for a moment of silence for our departed shipmates.

Treasurer’s Financial Report:

Mike Swanson provided the accounting as of November 20, 2020 as follows:
 
 
Checking $9,496.89
Savings $14,884.06
Cash On Hand $50.00
Uncleared Checks: $250.00
Total $24,180.95
 
All vendors have been paid up-to-date.
 
Income: $890.00
Expenses: $390.00
 
Flower/Booster Club Additions:
 
Ken Dorn $100.00

Memorial Report:

Dave again mentioned that work on the halyard was completed by Weapons Station person-
nel. He also reiterated our base’s responsibility as custodian of the Memorial site. Issues with 
National concerning payments related to the site have been worked out. There are electrical 
and plumbing issues at the Memorial which Paul Riggs has been correcting, such as lighting 
for the flag and signage, and the irrigation problems. There is still work to be done on the 
corrosion of the flag staff, and Dave and Paul have been exploring how to go about complet-
ing that work. Work on the torpedo nose section and the Memorial Plaques remains to be 
completed. Armen offered to retain special lift equipment, as he has experience in that work. 
Dave indicated it would be considered.

Holiday Luncheon:

Since the luncheon has been cancelled due to the pandemic, during the E-Board meeting, 
Mike Swanson threw out an idea of sending all base members a holiday card. The E-Board 
has approved this function, and Chuck Senior will scout a printing firm, then Dave will en-
list aid from his grandkids to stuff, stamp and ready the cards for mailing—to wit, Dave will 
complete the project. Funds for this task will be far less than the regular base expenditure for 
the luncheon.
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Good of the Order:

Dave mentioned that Angus McColl’s grandchild needs our prayers as she is dealing with a 
serious health issue. (See Mail Buoy letter on page 26.—ed.)

Dave then mentioned the recent news that the next two Virginia-class submarines to be 
commissioned will again be named after fish, specifically the Tang and Wahoo. (This was 
decided by SecNav specifically to honor famous, successful boats of the past.—ed.)

As our Zoom meetings have been limited to forty minutes, the E-Board approved paying the 
additional $150 required to buy the full subscription needed to extend our meetings to un-
limited length. Willie Williamson mentioned that he has a Zoom account allowing unlimited 
time, and he could host our meetings in the future and save the base the expense. Dave will 
discuss this further with Willie. 
 
Mike Swanson made a motion to adjourn, seconded by Jeff Porteous at 1138 hrs. 

Respectfully submitted,

Bill Moak
Secretary, L.A.-Pasadena Base, USSVI

General Minutes of November 21, 2020 Zoom Mtg.…
(concluded from previous page)

Ad Back by  

Popular Demand!

Just the Place for 
Killer MidRats!
Hey, know anyone on boats out 
of New London? Or, planning 
a visit to Groton yourself? 
Drop anchor at this local dive: 
Wings’n’Pies at 924 Route 12, 
just down the road from the 
Base’s Main Gate. Your editor 
enjoys firsthand knowledge 
that the pizzas here are some 
of the tastiest and sloppiest 
around. Forget those extra 
napkins—just wipe your  
greasy fingers on your shirt 
and they’ll think you’ve been 
hanging out with the A-Gang!

Decorating for 
the Holidays!

+
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L O S  A N G E L E S  -  P A S A D E N A  B A S E 

2020 FLOWER FUND
and BOOSTER CLUB 
A special thank you to the following folks whose generous contributions this year have  
helped make our Base activities and charitable functions possible:

Booster Club and Flower Fund donations are welcome in any 
amount and are often also popular with 50/50 Drawing win-

ners at our Base meetings. Contributions can be made in 
cash or by check payable to L.A.-Pasadena Base of USSVI. 

Checks may also be sent to Mike Swanson at 1149 W. Santa 
Cruz Street, San Pedro, CA  90731. To ensure proper credit,  

be sure to indicate Booster Club or Flower Fund on your check.

USSVI Logo Patch 
(9¾x6¾)

$11.00 ea. 

Holland Club 
Member Patch (3x3)

$6.00 ea. 

L.A.-Pasadena 
Base Patch 

(3¾x5)
$5.00 ea. 

Ship’s Store

Get in touch with our Storekeeper, Jack Mahan,  
at 714-349-5878 for more purchasing information.

Our ever-popular L.A.-Pasadena Base 
“Submarine Service” tees are once 
again selling like fresh whites after 
a fall down the pump room hatch! 
Now a mere ten bucks apiece, there’s 
no reason not to have a closetful. 
Contact Jack Mahan for yours, or 
just bring a few extra bucks to the 
next meeting, you skinflint!

Ken Dorn (x8!) • George Walrath • William Long 
Sam Aboulafia • Skip Loveless • Harold Staggs (x2) 

 • Mike Swanson • Mike Varalyai

New Reduced Price on T-Shirts!

Base Birthdays
in December…
We hereby extend the happiest
of wishes to all our L.A.-Pasa-
dena Base birthday celebrants!

We’re always watching 
for good stuff for 

The Periscope. 
Won’t you  

submit  
something? 

—ed.

Dec. Luncheon now 

to be a Zoom Conference 

(See details
 on Chapte

r N
ews p

age.)

Skip Loveless ................... 12/1 
Armen Bagdasarian ........ 12/3
Keith Salazar ................... 11/4
John Savela ..................... 12/7
Melquiades Mares, Jr. ..... 12/7
Louis Myerson ................ 12/9
Joe Dow ........................ 12/10
Marilyn Senior ............. 12/10
Bo Bolton ...................... 12/20
Dave Vanderveen .......... 12/29

Dec.  
Meeting

Date: Dec. 19, 2020

Sadly, this year our 
traditional holiday luncheon 
must be cancelled because of 
the pandemic, and will now 

be conducted as a Zoom 
video conference instead— 

just as we have been holding 
our regular monthly meetings. 
Simply “accept” Dave’s emailed 

invitation to join in. Hope  
you can gather with us for a 

little virtual holiday cheer!

2021 Calendars Now Available!
Order yours through the USSVI web-
site or watch for details in American 
Submariner. Don’t miss out! 
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New Year’s Day 

SCORPION (SS-278)  1944

ARGONAUT (SS-166)  1943

SWORDFISH (SS-193)  1945

Martin Luther King, Jr. Day

S-36 (SS-141)  1942 

 *S-26 (SS-131)  1942

January 2021      (Five Submarines and 318 men lost)Sunday 
Monday 

Tuesday 
Wednesday 

Thursday 
Friday 

Saturday 
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e a C
t if?” where a Russian insurrection threatens a rebel nuclear strike on America, and the U.S. Navy ballistic 

ub at the crisis’ forefront misses the key part of a message commanding her to preemptively launch her weapons. Does she go 

ahead and fire, perhaps saving her country yet risking global holocaust? Or does she work toward completed communications, truly 

expecting a full stand-down? Hollywood favorites Denzel Washington and Gene Hackman lock horns over this end-of-the-world  

scenario in a movie of nightmare action. But the Navy would not condone its perceived realism by cooperating with the production.  

So director Tony Scott was actually quite lucky in acquiring a shot of the submerging Ohio-class USS Alabama (SSBN-731—the sub 

of the story, hence the “Crimson Tide” reference). Elsewhere in the film, this missile sub is “played by” USS Barbel (SS-580), a retired 

diesel-electric boat already partially scrapped at the time. In fact, the dockside scene where the captain addresses his crew was actually 

filmed at the scrapyard, where a plywood mockup of the conning tower was erected in place of the one already missing from Barbel.

“Underway on Nuclear Power”—  Eugene P. Wilkinson CO – USS Nautilus

The scene in which the USS Alabama is diving for the first time,  
is footage of the real Alabama submerging.

USS BARBEL (SS -580)

USS Barbel, the lead ship in the Navy's last class of conventionally-powered submarines built in the 20th century, was commissioned on 17 January 1959. In January 1961, 

Barbel entered the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard for alterations which moved her diving planes from the hull near the bow to the submarine's sail. In 1973 Barbel’s weapons 

division set a SUBPAC record for successfully shooting 118 torpedoes that year and was awarded the Battle Efficiency "E". In 1978 She succeeded in a simulated "sinking" of  

the aircraft carrier Enterprise (CVN-65) during Exercise RIMPAC. From 1988 until her decommissioning in 1989, Barbel was commanded by Commander William F. Bundy 

who was the first African-American Navy enlisted man to rise to become a submarine commander.
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UNITED STATES SUBMARINE FORCE LOSSES
ON ETERNAL PATROL

“I can assure you that they went down fighting and that their brothers who survived  
them took a grim toll of our savage enmy to avenge their deaths.”

— Vice Admiral Charles A. Lockwood, USN

WE REMEMBER  For those who gave their lives in defense of our country    WE REMEMBER

JUNE TOLLING OF THE BOATS

USS HERRING (SS-233)
Lost on 1 June 1944 with the loss of 80 men near Matsuwa Island. Herring was on her eighth war patrol and was  
conducting a surface attack when a shore battery spotted her and made two direct hits on her conning tower,   
causing her loss. Herring was the only U.S. submarine sunk by a land battery.

USS R-12 (SS-89)
Lost on 12 June 1943 with the loss of 42 men near Key West, Florida during a practice torpedo approach. The cause 
was probably due to flooding through a torpedo tube. The CO and two other men on the bridge survived, as did 18 
crew members on liberty at the time of the accident.

USS GOLET (SS-361)
Lost on 14 June 1944 with the loss of 82 men. On her second war patrol, Golet was apparently lost in battle with 
antisubmarine forces north of Honshu.

USS BONEFISH (SS-223)
Lost on 18 June 1945 with the loss of 85 men when sunk near Suzu Misaki. A recipient of three Navy Unit Citations,  
Bonefish was on her eighth war patrol. After sinking a passenger-cargoman, Bonefish was subjected to a savage depth 
charge attack. She was the last SubPac submarine lost in World War II.

USS S-27 (SS-132)
Lost on 19 June 1942 when it grounded off Amchitka Island. S-27 was on the surface in poor visibility, charging  
batteries and drifted into the shoals. When she could not be freed and started listing, the captain got the entire crew  
to shore (400 yards away) in relays using a three-man rubber raft. The entire crew was subsequently rescued. 

USS O-9 (SS-70)
Lost on 20 June 1941 with the loss of 34 men when it foundered off Isle of Shoals, 15 miles from Portsmouth, NH.

USS HERRING (SS 233) USS R-12 (SS 89) USS GOLET (SS 361)
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antisubmarine forces north of Honshu.

USS BONEFISH (SS-223)
Lost on 18 June 1945 with the loss of 85 men when sunk near Suzu Misaki. A recipient of three Navy Unit Citations,  
Bonefish was on her eighth war patrol. After sinking a passenger-cargoman, Bonefish was subjected to a savage depth 
charge attack. She was the last SubPac submarine lost in World War II.

USS S-27 (SS-132)
Lost on 19 June 1942 when it grounded off Amchitka Island. S-27 was on the surface in poor visibility, charging  
batteries and drifted into the shoals. When she could not be freed and started listing, the captain got the entire crew  
to shore (400 yards away) in relays using a three-man rubber raft. The entire crew was subsequently rescued. 

USS O-9 (SS-70)
Lost on 20 June 1941 with the loss of 34 men when it foundered off Isle of Shoals, 15 miles from Portsmouth, NH.

USS HERRING (SS 233) USS R-12 (SS 89) USS GOLET (SS 361)

USS BONEFISH (SS 223) USS S-27 (SS 132) USS O-9 (SS  70)
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“I can assure you that they went down fighting and that their brothers who survived  
them took a grim toll of our savage enmy to avenge their deaths.”

— Vice Admiral Charles A. Lockwood, USN

SEPEMBER TOLLING OF THE BOATS

For those who gave their lives in defense of our country

WE REMEMBER

USS S-5 (SS-110)

USS GRAYLING (SS-209)

USS S-51 (SS-162)

USS S-5 (SS-110)
Lost on 1 September 1920 when a practice dive went wrong and she sank 
bow-first, with her stern showing above the water. In a dramatic adventure, 
her exhausted crew was rescued during the next few days. Salvage attempts 
were unsuccessful, and S-5 settled to the bottom and was abandoned.

USS GRAYLING (SS-209)
Lost on 9 September 1943 with the loss of 76 men near the Tablas Strait. 
Grayling was on her eighth war patrol and sank two ships before being lost.

USS S-51 (SS-162)
Lost on 25 September 1925 with the loss of 32 men when it was sunk after 
collision with SS City of Rome off Block Island.

USS CISCO (SS-290)
Lost on 28 September 1943 on her first war patrol with the loss of 76 men 
in the Sulu Sea west of Mindinao. 

USS CISCO (SS-290)
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“I can assure you that they went down fighting and that their brothers who survived  
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— Vice Admiral Charles A. Lockwood, USN
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WE REMEMBER  For those who gave their lives in defense of our country    WE REMEMBER

USS CAPELIN (SS-289)
Lost on 2 December 1943 with the loss of 76 men. She was on her first war patrol, but her exact location and cause 
of loss remain a mystery. She may have been lost to mines or an operational casualty.

USS SEALION (SS-195)
Lost on 10 December 1941 with the loss of five men. To prevent her from falling into enemy hands, she was scuttled 
in Manila Bay after incurring severe bomb damage during the initial Japanese attack.

USS F-1/CARP (SS-20)
While maneuvering in exercises at sea off San Clemente CA, F-1 (Carp) and F-3 (Pickerell) (SS-22) collided, the 
former sinking in 10 seconds, her port side torn forward of the engine room. Nineteen of her men were lost, while 
three others were rescued by the submarines with whom she was operating.

USS S-4 (SS-109)
Lost on 17 December 1927 with the loss of 34 officers and men when it was sunk after being rammed by USCG 
Paulding. Salvaged in 1928 and recommissioned.

USS CAPELIN (SS-289) USS SEALION (SS-195) USS F-1/ CARP (SS-20)

USS F-4 (SS-109)
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Nuke Boat Social Hierarchy
(continued from page 1)

part of once getting minted as submariners.

The NUB

A new crewmember is a Non-Useful Body, or NUB. He or she 
uses our limited supply of space, water, food, and oxygen. They 
are not welcome, but BUPERS (Bureau of Personnel) keeps 
sending them. The NUB is easily identifiable, as he will be the 
only crewman wearing a command ball cap with the ship’s name 
and no Dolphins symbol on the front. They have their qualifica-
tion card in their rear pocket at all times and had better have a 
small notebook in-hand for studying. They do not have movie 
privileges unless they are a “Hot Runner.” Hot Runner refers to a 
torpedo self-starting despite the fact it hasn’t been launched yet. 
Very dangerous, but submariners like that kind of initiative in 
the NUB.

Everyone—officer and enlisted—is a NUB when reporting to 
their first submarine. They are treated with contempt. In the 
case of the officer, it’s respectful contempt, sir. The NUB is 
expected to qualify in submarines within twelve months. This 
can be extended a few months if there are outside circumstances 
that delay qualification opportunities.

Qualification on a U.S. submarine is a formal process completed 
in phases. The first phase introduces all the major systems 
around the boat. This orientation phase is purposefully de-
signed to ease the NUB through the culture shock of living 
inside a machine the Navy sends to submerge in the ocean for 
weeks on end. This introduces the NUB to their fellow crew-
man, one watch station at a time. This first impression will affect 
how difficult their qualification path is because the crew decides 
if you are to become a submariner or not. You must earn their 

confidence. You must prove you can perform emergency actions 
without direction and with confidence during any “casualty” 
(when something goes wrong).

Phase two of submarine qualification is the most difficult. It 
requires detailed knowledge of every system on the boat, from 
the nuclear power plant to ventilation, electrical to hydraulic 
systems, even simple atmosphere scrubbing and gravity drains. 
The Non-Useful Body must memorize every system, be able 
to draw it from memory on command, and know the initial 
actions they must perform if a causality occurs to that system. 
Even if it’s not their assigned equipment, they must know how 
to prevent a failure from cascading into a major casualty that 
could be catastrophic for the boat.

Phase three of submarine qualification is the most physically 
demanding. This is the walk-through phase. The NUB will walk 
through every level of every compartment one at a time with a 
qualified crewman. During this tour, they may be dressed in full 
protective gear like a Fire Fighting Equipment (FFE) asbestos 
bodysuit while wearing breathing protection. This physical dis-
comfort, compounded by an oral interview answering detailed 

(continued on page 8)

A sailor washes down the USS Washington (SSN-787).

A sailor mans the main console of the ship’s Ballast Control 
Panel on board the nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarine 
USS Pennsylvania (SSBN-735).

A sailor checks a radar display while another studies a chart 
inside the control room of the USS Florida (SSGN-728).

USN

USN

USN
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Nuke Boat Social Hierarchy
(continued from page 7)

(continued on page 9)

system-specific operational questions, simulates a small, but im-
portant amount of stress compared to what they would endure 
during a real casualty situation.

Phase four is “The Board.” This is the end-phase of submarine 
qualification and is more difficult to schedule than it is to pass. 
The NUB must find at least three submarine-qualified crewmen 
who have three-to-five hours of simultaneous off-watch time 
to be part of his Oral Interview Board. At least one submarine-
qualified officer, one senior enlisted man, and one system expert 
must be represented on the Board. 

It is customary for the qualifying crewman to bring a small 
snack to the Board. Usually, there is a bowl of Jolly Rancher 
hard candies, but I have seen a cook make a full dessert platter 
with pastries and a cake. The Board members simply can’t ask 
difficult questions while they are enjoying sugary treats!

If a Board interview is failed, after more study a crew member 
can reschedule another when they feel ready. He or she is only 
restricted by the time constraints of the qualification schedule. 
If they fail a second Board they may be removed from subma-
rine service, but this is very rare. Good submariners can be built 
—given enough time and help from the crew. I have seen both 
enlisted and officers wash out of the submarine qualification 
program though, and in each case it was for the better. In fact,  
it very possibly saved lives by ensuring the safety of the ship.

The final phase is a one-on-one interview with the Executive 
Officer and the Commanding Officer. Every submarine quali-
fied sailor is awarded his Dolphins with the full confidence and 
trust of the submarine’s Captain. By this time, the crewman has 
earned the respect of his shipmates and demonstrated that he 
knows the basics to keep his submarine in fighting shape—no 
matter the circumstances.

U.S. Navy Master Chief Jeffrey Bottoms, chief of the boat for the 
USS Rhode Island, far left; Navy Cmdr. Robert J. Clark, com-
manding officer of the Rhode Island, and Navy Lt. Cmdr. Paul 
Pampuro, far right, watch as Navy Petty Officer 3rd Class Wil-
liam Corring speaks at a ceremony in the Rhode Island crew’s 
mess as the submarine patrols in the Atlantic Ocean, Aug. 16, 
2010. Corring received his Dolphin pin during the ceremony.

Nukes studying one of the boat’s systems.

Submariners scan the horizon through periscopes aboard the 
fast attack submarine USS Santa Fe (SSN-763), searching for 
contacts during a transit of the Pacific Ocean.

Plotting a course aboard Virginia-class nuclear fast attack 
submarine USS Texas (SSN-775). 

USN

USN

USN

USN
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Nuke Boat Social Hierarchy
(continued from page 8)

(continued on page 10)

After achieving the approval of the crew and getting his Dol-
phins, the newly qualified submariner gets categorized into one 
of two groups: Nukes or Coners.

The Nuke

Crewmen who work in the engine room are called Nukes. They 
are made up of high school graduates who loved Star Trek so 
much they decided to role-play their science fiction fantasy in 
real life. Incredibly smart and able to digest volumes of informa-
tion in a short time, these mystical figures often found whisper-
ing among themselves of millirems and powerband constraints. 
They use math so much in their daily routines that they regu-
larly run out of numbers and add Latin letters to their measure-
ment logs. They are best avoided at mealtime and are given their 
own table in the crew’s mess next to the Chief Petty Officers.

Nukes come in three varieties:

The Reactor Operator is likely a stereotypical 90-pound geek 
who maintains a World of Warcraft account despite being un-
derway for ten months of the year. He’s wiry, lanky, and a little 
jittery from energy drinks. Despite his excitement, he is the 
smoothest Reactor Operator in the nuclear program and can 
catch a power spike like he’s dimming the bedroom lights next 
to his waifu body pillow.

The Nuclear Electrician is the most chameleon-like and may be 
difficult to spot in a crew photo. His average height and build 
generally allow him to blend in with the “Coners” if left unchal-
lenged. He’ll eventually give himself away when others discover 
him tucking away a Sudoku puzzle book inside his poopy suit. 
The faint odor of ozone generally follows him around at all times.

The Nuclear Mechanic is the protector and enforcer of the 
engine room. These sailors are often very large compared to 
their fellow Nukes. They have oil-stained fingers and faded blue 
poopy suits that have seen more underway time than was ever 
intended for them. They eat with gusto at the Nuke table in the 
crew’s mess, filling their frames with enough carbs to make it 
through the next six hours in the hot engine room.

Life in the engine room becomes quite routine at sea. No matter 
the submarine’s mission or deployment location, Nukes serve 
but one purpose: Push the Cone.

The Coner

Coners live in the Cone. That’s any space forward of the engine 
room. They make up the rest of the crew. A grab bag of cultures 
and backgrounds, from small town USA to big city living, the 

Cone lifestyle represents a microcosm of the United States’ 
young men and women. This mix of people come together at 
the need of the Navy and perform well despite their differences.

The Radioman is the most elusive of the Coners. He spends his 
time locked in his “Radio Shack” both off watch and on. This 
limited access space offers a small amount of privacy not seen 
anywhere else outside the Captain’s stateroom. From this room, 
messages are dispatched around the boat. Radiomen are the 
gatekeepers of all message traffic from the most sensitive top-
secret orders to routine personal updates. No matter what 
is happening or planned, the Radiomen know about it first.

The Quartermaster, or “QM,” could be mistaken for a militant 
artist with his bandolier of colored pencils and erasers. He is 
the “Keeper of the Chart.” Hunched over a plotting table for six 
hours at a time, he constantly calculates and verifies the ship’s 
position, even if it seems he is doing something else. 

Off watch, QMs prepare charts for the next day or the next mis-
sion. The modern, Neo-QM has turned in his colored pencils 
for a tablet pc, and paper charts for their digital equivalent. But 
his fixation for geolocating and browsing rules of the aquatic 
road remain constant.

Sonarmen, sometimes referred to as “shower techs” or “sonar 
girls,” are the most eccentric of the crew zoo. In a world where 
every evolution from flushing the toilet to firing up the kettle 
has a written procedure, the sonarman works in the most liberal 
and creative of environments. 

Sonar is a talent-based skill which varies from sailor to sailor 
—and some of the best are also some of the most unstable 
personalities ever to be awarded secret clearance. They are most 
likely encountered in or near the shower as they have an affinity 
for bathing while underway.

Missile Technicians, or “MTs,” are the stewards of “Sherwood 
Forest”—the nuclear submarine’s twenty-four large orange 
trunks which rise between levels in the missile compartment, 
filling the space as if an apocalyptic orchard. MTs rove around 
these ballistic missile tubes, checking their temperatures and 
pressures, always ensuring their precious reentry vehicles—and 
the warheads nestled within them—all remain very comfortable.

Auxillarymen, or “A-Gangers,” are hostile creatures and the 
natural predator of the sonarman. A combination of “Nuke 
Waste” (a sailor who failed nuclear power school) and a back-
yard diesel mechanic, the A-Ganger is the gruffest, most foul-
mouthed sailor onboard any United States Navy vessel. They 
are responsible for scrubbing the atmosphere clean, managing 
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USN photo.

Nuke Boat Social Hierarchy
(continued from page 9)

the waste tanks, and keeping the sweet Fairbanks Morse diesel 
engine running smoothly. They appear simply to be less-evolved 
Nuclear Mechanics whose smell is as rank as their language.

The Torpedoman can always be found in the torpedo room. 
Both on watch and off, the torpedo room is the crew’s social 
center on an attack submarine. A master of small arms and 
heavy explosives, the Torpedoman is the weapons master of 
the crew. He is always cleaning rifles and polishing the torpedo 
tubes to a new level of brass brightness, and is often found in 
pairs running reader-worker routines—checklists and grease 

pencils in hand. If you find yourself in 
the torpedo room, look for the most 
heavily armed person around—he 
will be your Torpedoman.

The Cooks, or Mess Specialists, are 
the most liked persons of any subma-
rine crew. They dish out a thousand 
calories of happiness every six hours, 
every day, keeping the crew fueled. 

While every crewman has his own 
watch team and circle of friends, 
everyone knows the cooks. Clad in 
very distinctive white chef ’s outfits 
and paper hats, they manage to serve 
up chow with a smile and light banter, 
always keeping morale up. Anyone 
who has spent time at sea indeed 
respects the cooks.

Yeomen are crewmen with a very specific skill. They can type. 
They are commonly found in the “Yeomen Shack” hunched 
over a keyboard like Schroeder on his piano—or in the torpedo 
room yammering about how they don’t have to stand watches 
because they work so much. The Yeoman is the Executive Of-
ficer’s right hand and has a chestful of Navy Achievement Med-
als to prove it. He or she processes the paperwork bureaucracy 
that keeps the Navy afloat and flowing in the right direction.

Doc, the submarine’s Corpsman, also known as the “Pecker 
Checker,” keeps everyone healthy... or at least can identify those 
who are not. From dispensing the Navy’s universal cure, Motrin, 
to the “morale check” (a slap on the crotch), the Doc makes sure 

(concluded on page 11)

USN

Cooking up some pancakes on a Los Angeles-class fast attack 
submarine. 

USN

USN

Torpedomen conduct maintenance on small arms in the torpedo 
room aboard the Los Angeles class attack submarine USS Helena 
(SSN-725). (Once much enjoyed a DVE on this boat.—ed.) 

USN

The watertight hatch that separates the rest of the boat from 
“Sherwood Forest.”

USN
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Nuke Boat Social Hierarchy
(concluded from page 10)

everyone has absorbed enough radiation for standard evolutionary mutation—and 
is otherwise ready to go stand watch.

This is your basic American submarine crew. 
On their own, they may be goofy and socially 
awkward. But as a crew, this band of misfits 
becomes the best warfighting team with which 
I have ever had the honor to serve. 

Life aboard a submarine is rewarding because 
it is a demonstration of what a diverse group 
of people can achieve under incredibly dif-
ficult and often stressful conditions.

Aaron Amick is a retired U.S. Navy submarine 
sonarman. He served in both the Atlantic and 
Pacific Oceans on 688 Los Angeles-class fast 
attack and Ohio-class ballistic missile subma-
rines. He has published two audiobooks on 
Cold War-era submarines, Akula SSN Project 
971 Sub Brief and USS Nautilus SSN-571 Sub 
Brief. Now, Aaron manages a small Patreon 
page and contributes to The War Zone.

Contact the editor: Tyler@thedrive.com

Master Chief Hospital Corpsman David Peterson administers a flu vaccine to 
Machinist’s Mate 1st Class Kyle Leoard aboard the Los Angeles-class fast attack 
submarine USS Cheyenne (SSN 773).

USN

The crew of the Los Angeles-class fast attack submarine USS Louisville (SSN-724), circa 2004. 

USN
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rine service,” said Rear Adm. William Houston, director of 
the undersea warfare division in the office of the Chief of 
Naval Operations at the Pentagon.

The Thresher story is already well known. She had under-
gone sea trials and was back in the ocean for deep-dive test-
ing about 220 miles off Massachusetts’ Cape Cod.

The first sign of trouble was a garbled message about a 
“minor difficulty” after the 279-foot submarine descended 
to more than 800 feet.

The crew indicated it was attempting to empty ballast tanks 
in an effort to surface. The crew of an accompanying rescue 
ship heard something about the “test depth.” Then the 
sailors listened as the sub disintegrated under the crushing 
pressure of the sea.

Navy Releases Documents
from Cold War Submarine Loss

Officer, Family Seek Truth About USS Thresher Sinking
(Reproduced from the Gloucester Daily Times website - September 24, 2020)

by David Sharp, Associated Press

PORTLAND, Maine — The Navy began releasing 
documents from the investigation into the deadli-
est submarine disaster in U.S. history on Wednes-

day, but confirmed the documents released under a court 
order don’t really shed any new light on the cause of the 
sinking.

The first of the documents released were 300 pages from 
the official inquiry into the sinking of the USS Thresher 
on April 10, 1963.

The loss of the nuclear-powered submarine and all 129 
men aboard during a test dive in the Atlantic Ocean de-
livered a blow to national pride during the Cold War and 
became the impetus for safety improvements.

“The loss of Thresher was a defining event for the subma-

The U.S. Navy nuclear-powered attack submarine USS Thresher is launched bow-first at the Portsmouth Navy Yard in Kittery, Maine, 
on July 9, 1960. A judge ordered the Navy to release the documents from the investigation into the sinking of the USS Thresher 57 years 
ago, the deadliest submarine disaster in U.S. history, and the first batch was made public on Wednesday, Sept. 23, 2020. (AP File Photo.)

(concluded on page 13)
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Thresher Investigation Info. Released
(concluded from page 12)

The Navy inquiry found weaknesses in the design and 
construction of the first-in-class nuclear-powered subma-
rine, which had been built at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard 
in Kittery, Maine, and based in Groton, Connecticut.

“Most Dangerous Condition”

The documents released Wednesday included the time-
line of the sinking, evidence lists, reports, testimony and 
correspondence. But there were some redactions. Even 
more than 50 years later, technical details including the test 
depth remain secret.

In the documents, the Navy said it believes an interior pipe 
burst and caused electrical problems that caused an emer-
gency shutdown of the nuclear reactor.

The documents noted that the Commanding Officer’s 
evaluation of the first year of operations — before addi-
tional work was conducted at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard 
— included praise for the submarine. But he also said the 
submarine was overly complex in many areas and he noted 
a vulnerability of the auxiliary saltwater system.

“He stated, ‘In my opinion, the most dangerous condition 
that exists in Thresher is the danger of saltwater flooding 
while at or near test depth,’” the report said.

The brazed joints in pipes were a special concern, and 
many electrical panels were not adequately protected from 
seawater in the event of a leak, the report said.

Resting on the ocean floor at a depth of 8,500 feet, the 
Thresher looks as though she went through a “shred-
ding machine” and is spread out over a mile, University 
of Rhode Island oceanographer Robert Ballard told The 
Associated Press in 2013. Ballard used his 1985 discovery 
of the RMS Titanic as a Cold War cover for surveying the 
Thresher.

Not everyone was satisfied with the Navy’s conclusions.

Retired Capt. James Bryant, commander of a Thresher-
class submarine, requested the documents under the 
federal Freedom of Information Act and ultimately went to 
court to demand the documents’ release. He thinks there’s 
more to be learned from the documents, most of them 
classified.

Michael Shafer, whose father and uncle both died on the 
Thresher, said some of the families need to review the doc-
uments to see for themselves and fully understand what 
happened. His suspicion is that the Navy was pushing the 
limits and placing personnel at risk during the Cold War.

“I want to know the truth, the whole truth. Not some 
smoke screen from the Navy,” he said Wednesday from  
St. Petersburg, Florida.

Silver Lining

A judge in February ordered the Navy to release the docu-
ments, but the coronavirus pandemic delayed their review. 
Eventually, a total of more than 1,000 pages of documents 
will be released.

If there was a silver lining to the tragedy, it was that it so 
shook the Navy that it accelerated safety improvements 
and created a program called SUBSAFE, an extensive series 
of design modifications, training and other improvements.

One submarine has sunk since then, the USS Scorpion in 
1968, and it was not SUBSAFE-certified, the Navy said.

Some of the improvements included better welding tech-
niques, and the main ballast tank blow system that helps a 
submarine reach the surface was made more effective.

Joy MacMillan, one of four siblings who lost their father, 
the submarine’s chief radioman, said it’s helpful to know 
the tragedy spurred safety improvements. But it’s still im-
portant for the families to have the documents, and some 
closure.

“After being 57 years in the dark, it’s time for the families 
to know any and all information so that we can put it away. 
We can say, ‘Mistakes were made. Let’s move on,’” MacMil-
lan, of Brentwood, New Hampshire, said Wednesday.

The sinking was the first of a string of calamities in 1963.

The March on Washington was a turning point in the Civil 
Rights movement, but the Vietnam conflict grew, white 
supremacists bombed the 16th Street Baptist Church in 
Alabama and President John F. Kennedy was assassinated.

+
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ering missions off mainland China. Once the mission was 
complete, they would return inside fortune cookies.

At night, we used to turn off the after battery lights and 
hunt up the ones which glowed in the dark. We would pack 
them in a Band-Aid can and mail them back to General 
Dynamics with a note reading, “WRONG BOAT—SEND 
TO NUKES.”

The really big ones usually hung out in the Forward or 
After Engineroom. According to a very scientific study 
conducted by Johns Hopkins in Baltimore, it was found 
that roaches gravitated to diesel boat engine rooms because 
Enginemen and Machinist Mates had an intellect on a  par 
with a large roach—and that facilitated communication.

We never laughed at the roaches. Who were we to laugh? 
They were the only ones on the boat who were getting laid 
regularly after we hauled our lines aboard.

The little bastards were very active at night—I don’t know 
if they are nocturnal creatures, but they sure owned the 
night on the old 481.

“Jeezus H. Christ!”

“What’s wrong, Dex?”

“Hell, I was damn near dead to the world and some little 
roach sonuvabitch moved into my gahdam nose and 
started building himself a spare bedroom.”

“The other night I had a visit from a little sonuvabitch 
who’d gone into the earwax-mining business.”

The little rapscallions covered a lot of territory at night. 
When somebody hauled off and crushed one of the little 
bastards, the entire population of the compartment would 
immediately go into a moaning and groaning lamentation.

“You killed Alfonzo… And after all the money we spent on 
his college education!”

“It wasn’t Alfonzo. It was Herman, the one who played the 
piano.”

“Herman, hell, it was Mickey The Messcook. Look for his 
little Qual Card… Two more weeks and he would have 
been qualified.”

On a really dull run, you could stretch out the mourning 

Up on my submarine wall I have a small, framed print of 
a cockroach. The other night my blue-eyed Scandinavian 
behavior monitor was standing there in her bare feet and 
cotton nightie. Jacked up to her fully-rigged, five-foot-two 
height, she said: “Why don’t you get rid of that nasty look-
ing thing? It has nothing to do with your submarine stuff.”

“Nothing to do!? Are you serious? Darling, by the end of their 
careers, the only thing that kept diesel boats from just falling 
apart was that all the cockroaches were holding hands.”

Submarines and roaches; a marriage made in Heaven. Can 
you visualize a smokeboat without the little bastards?

They came in damn near everything you got via the Naval 
Supply chain. They were the hidden prizes that crawled out 
of every box of Post Toasties. Life could be long and lonely 
if you didn’t make friends with the little devils.

Before going to sea, we always drew stores from Mother 
Onion. The AS-18 was the world’s largest stud farm for 
roaches. The little bastards were having sex and building us 
a never-ending supply of future generations at a rate rival-
ing nuclear chain reaction. Frequently, we found roach sex 
to be the most organized activity on the Orion.

When loading canned goods we stacked the cases two-deep 
in the passageways—requiring an obstetrician to remove 
guys from the lower racks. All of the boxes were conveyances 
for at least twenty oversexed, multi-legged critters.

They came in a variety of sizes, from...“Jumpin Jeezus, did 
you get a load of that big sonuvabitch?”—to—“You can’t 
see that one?”

We painted a couple of them white so they could stand 
night topside watch. Some boats made little saddles so the 
little ones could ride the big ones.

One thing was certain, there sure was a helluva lot of them.

One time our trim pump crapped out. Being innovative 
smokeboat bluejackets, we solved the problem by hav-
ing an E-3 walk fore and aft with a box of Krispie-Kreme 
doughnuts, causing a mass cockroach migration in his di-
rection of travel. This produced the desired shift in weight, 
effecting the necessary “Rise” and “Dive.”

At one point we used to pack them into tennis ball cans 
and shoot them out the signal ejector on intelligence gath-

The Smokeboat Roach
by Bob “Dex” Armstrong

(concluded on page 26)
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“Get’cher Chapter News Here 
—Read All About It!”—

When News Breaks, We Pick Up the Pieces... 

New Members
We proudly welcome aboard 
our newest base shipmates:

Gary Lee Wing 
(E6-STS1SS Sonar; 1985-1994;  
Air Force Reserve thru 2012) 
Fiancé: Megan  
612 Cooper Drive 
Placentia, CA 92870-2001 
cell: 707-373-8277 
beniciahawk@gmail.com 
Qualified in 1988 on the USS 
Richard B. Russell (SSN-687) 

Vernon Paul “Max” Murphy 
(E5-EM2SS; served 1993-2000) 
Wife: Aom 
241 E. Elmwood Ave. Apt. 101 
Burbank, CA 91502-2662 
cell: 818-395-7154 
vernonmurphy@att.net 
Qualified in 1997 on the  
USS Jefferson City (SSN-759) 

Bruce Evan Neighbors 
(E4-TM3SS; served ’68-’70) 
Wife: Susan 
3417 S. Carolina Street 
San Pedro, CA 90731-6827 
cell: 310-347-2350 
bruceneighbors@gmail.com 
Qualified in 1969 on the  
USS Ronquil (SS-396) 

William “Greg”  Moore 
(E5-FT2SS; served ’92-’00)  
309 Avenida Del Mar, Apt. A 
San Clemente, CA 92672-1608 
cell: 972-837-5020 
wgregm@gmail.com 
Qualified in 1993 on the USS 
Richard B. Russell (SSN-687) 

Ronald R. Jones 
(E6-IC1SS; served ’70-’82)  
6501 Hannum Ave. 
Culver City, CA 90230-6151 
cell: 213-709-6198 
bik4lif@ca.rr.com 
Qualified in 1973 on the  
USS Haddock (SSN-621) 

Robert F. Schive, Sr. 
(E6-RM1SS; served ’69-’80)  
Life Dual Member-Bonefish Base  
3611 Martinez Lane 
Riverside, CA 92503-6216 
cell: 951-990-2805 
mud1pup@yahoo.com 
Qualified in 1971 on the  
USS Puffer (SSN-652) 

                                               Now Hear This:
• L.A.-Pasadena Dec. meeting to be held as a Zoom 
 conference. (Dave Vanderveen will also provide 
 phone participation info. via e-mail for those wishing 
 to again participate by teleconference call only.)
• To access Zoom, type “Zoom.US” (without the 
 quotation marks) into your internet browser, then 
 select “signup for free.”  Set up your user I.D. and  
 passcode, then on meeting day prior to 11:00 a.m., 
 just follow the steps to sign in. Or: just click on Dave’s  
   e-mailed link to the meeting. 

Custom-Made Deluxe Rare Wood 
Ballpoint Pens from Dennis Bott
Everyone’s favorite craftsman—our woodwork-
ing shipmate, Dennis Bott—hereby announces his 
latest project: a selection of custom-made deluxe 
submarine-themed twist-type ballpoint pens, now 
for sale as a base fundraiser. They are made of 
exotic hardwoods and feature Dolphin pocket clips 
in silver or gold. Cost is $35 each (half goes to the 
base, the other half covers Dennis for his materi-
als). They are available to order now. Please contact 
Dennis directly at 562-355-0230 with your interest 
and to arrange payment and shipping or pickup. 

6) Bahia Rosewood (Patagonia) 
5) Olivewood (Jerusalem)

4) Lacewood/Leopardwood (Aust.) 
3) Brazilian Rosewood

2) Rosewood (Indonesia) 1) Ebony (Gabon) 

Great Gift
Idea!
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Los Angeles-Pasadena Base
2020 Calendar of Upcoming Events
 
January 18: Monthly Meeting - “Hobo Day” 

February 15: Monthly Meeting

March 21 Monthly Meeting Cancelled - “Spring Fling” 

April 18 Monthly Meeting Converted to Teleconference 
 Call for Memorial Day Prep Volunteers

May 16 Field Day at the Memorial Site - 0900  
 Monthly Meeting Converted to Teleconference 
 Nominating Committee Appointed 
 Call for participants in the  
 Huntington Beach 4th of July Parade

May 23 Field Day at the Memorial Site - 0900

May 25 Member only Memorial Day Service - 1100 
 Sub Memorial, West (Base Members only)

June 20 Monthly Meeting Converted to Teleconference 
 Call for nominations for 2020 Base Officers

July 4 113th Annual... 
 Huntington Beach 4th of July Parade

July 18 Picnic Meeting Converted to Teleconference 
 Bunker 33, Seal Beach Weapons Station

August 15 Meeting Converted to “Zoom” Conference  
 2020 Base Officer Candidates Announced

September 19 Meeting Converted to “Zoom” Conference 
 Election of Officers

October 17 Abbreviated Meeting Held at Memorial Site 
 Annual Officer Installation Luncheon

November 21 Meeting Converted to “Zoom” Conference

December 19 Annual Holiday Luncheon Converted to a 
 “Zoom” Conference

John P. Holland

(continued next page)

L.A.-Pasadena 
Base 50-Year 
Holland Club
(75-year members noted with *)

Bruce Evan Neighbors ..... 2020 

David H. Vanderveen ....... 2019

Philip J. Jaskoviak ............. 2019

Dennis Bott ...................... 2018

James A. Burnett............... 2018

Robert M. Cailor .............. 2018

Robert Miller .................... 2018

John A. Anderson ............. 2017

Roger C. Dunham, MD....2017

Richard McPherson ......... 2017

Harry “Bill” Moak ............ 2017

Louis A. Myerson ............. 2017

Elliot Rada ........................ 2017

Ronald G. Wagner ............ 2017

Dennis J. Walsh ................. 2017

Michael Kish ..................... 2016

Gary Wheaton .................. 2016

Lawrence R. Butler ........... 2015

Samuel T. Higa ................. 2015

Harry P. Ross .................... 2015

Stephen C. Rowe .............. 2015

Charles H. Senior ............. 2015

Larry E. Smith .................. 2015

Sam Aboulafia .................. 2014

David Palagyi .................... 2014

Dennis Neal Parr .............. 2014

Earl Thomas Peratt, Jr. ..... 2014

David D. Semrau, DDS .... 2014

Ray Tracy Teare................. 2014

Milton Harry Boudov ...... 2013

Kenneth Jon Dorn ............ 2013

M. Mark Hoffer ................ 2013

Michael P. Klein ................ 2013

Ronald L. Levenson .......... 2013
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E-Board Zoom Conference Minutes of Nov. 21, 2020
The Los Angeles-Pasadena Base, United States Submarine Veterans, Inc., E-Board 
Zoom Conference was conducted on the morning of Saturday, November 21, 2020.
 
In attendance:
 
• Dave Vanderveen, Base Commander
• Ed Barwick, Base Vice Commander
• Bill Moak, Secretary
• Mike Swanson, Treasurer
• Ray Teare, COB
• Herb “Bo” Bolton, Committee Chair
• Sam Higa, Committee Chair
• Chuck Senior, Committee Chair
• Jeff Porteous, Periscope Editor
 
Base Commander Dave Vanderveen called the Zoom Conference to order at 1002 
hours. The minutes from the October meeting were approved via motion from Ed, 
seconded by Ray, and approved by voice vote. 

Treasurer’s Financial Report: Mike Swanson 
 
The Treasurer’s Report as of November 20, 2020 was read into the Minutes by Base 
Treasurer Mike Swanson:
 
Checking $9,496.89
Savings $14,884.06
Cash On Hand $50.00
Uncleared Checks: $250.00
Total $24,180.95
 
All vendors have been paid up-to-date.
 
Income: $890.00
Expenses: $390.00
 
Flower/Booster Club Additions:
 
Ken Dorn $100.00

A motion to accept the Treasurer’s report was made by Bill, seconded by Mike, and 
approved by voice vote. 

Memorial Report: 
 
In Paul Riggs’ absence, Dave again covered the repair of the flagpole halyard 
by Weapons Station personnel. Paul has had the irrigation issues repaired, as 
well as the lighting for the flag and sign. The flagpole is needing correction of 
corrosion issues, and Dave and Paul are seeking a vendor for this work. Dave 
further indicated investigation regarding repairing the nose of the torpedo and the 
Memorial Plaques still must be resolved. Also needing attention is the pruning of 
the tops of the shrubs surrounding the Memorial site. This will likely be a vendor-
related issue.

(concluded next page)

(Holland Club Roster, continued)

Edward L. Arnold ............. 2012

T. Michael Bircumshaw .... 2012

Raymond Cheesebrough .2012

Bobby O. Mahaffey ........... 2012

John V. Mahan .................. 2012

Lee Melody ....................... 2012

Clyde Matthew Turner ..... 2012

George R. Walrath ............ 2012

John L. Weisenberger ....... 2012

Edward A. Barwick ........... 2011

Joseph W. Koch, Jr. ........... 2011

Stephen D. Diumenti ....... 2009

David Whittlesey .............. 2009

Dennis A. Yure .................. 2009 

Armen Bagdasarian .......... 2008

Bernard M. Kauderer ....... 2008

Paul A. Riggs ..................... 2008

Rex L. Shields .................... 2008

John L. Von Ulmen .......... 2008

Harold “Hal” Silverman ... 2007

Francis R. Traser ............... 2006

Melquiades Mares, Jr. ....... 2005

Ronald K. Thompson ....... 2004

Michael Varalyai ............... 2004

Hughie T. Blackwell.......... 2003

Robert L. Conboy ............. 2003

James Rogers .................... 2003

John E. Savela, Jr. .............. 2003

Ben Van Devender ............ 2002

Joe L. Lopez, Jr. ................. 2002

Berry S. Yolken ................. 2002

James E. Carter ................. 1999

William F. Long ................ 1999

Herbert J. “Bo” Bolton ..... 1998

Kenneth E. Chunn ............ 1998

Hughes “Carl” Terry ......... 1997

Jack L. Herron .................. 1996

Clifford Bernard Murr ..... 1996

Arthur W. Wilson, Jr. ........ 1996

*James Joseph Chavis (RIP) .1995

*Royal Harrison, Jr. .......... 1995

*Sterling F. Higgins .......... 1995

*Robert Clair Koplin ........ 1995

*Mark Maynard ................ 1994

*William J. Dillon ............. 1993

*Harold Staggs .................. 1992
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E-Board Meeting Minutes…
(concluded from previous page)

In 1914, Navy Secretary 
Josephus Daniels banned 
alcohol from all U.S. Navy 
property, and ever since the 
cup of coffee has replaced the 
sailor’s grog aboard American 
ships.

Those black beans became just 
as important for fueling the 
Navy as diesel fuel or uranium. 
Descendants of sailors who 
fought in World War II might 
have noticed their dad or 
grandpa adding a dash of salt 
to their morning coffee and 
wondered why on Earth they 
would do that.

There are actually two reasons 
“old salts” have been known 
to do this (and it’s not why 
they’re called old salts).

Aboard Navy ships mornings 
don’t happen at the same time 
for every sailor. As a result, the 
ship keeps coffee brewing all 
the time, so no matter when 
your morning is, a cup of joe 
is ready somewhere.

Why WWII  
Navy Veterans 
Added Salt to 
Their Coffee 
(from the Military.com website) 
 by Blake Stilwell

(continued on next page)

Crewmen have coffee aboard 
the USS Corvina while docked 
at New London, Connecticut, 
1943. (National Archives and 
Records Administration).

Holiday Luncheon: 
 
Mike Swanson raised an idea of mailing all members a Christmas greeting 
card as a means of extending holiday fellowship since our luncheon has had 
to be cancelled. The discussion concerning how and who we could enlist to 
do so, and who in the E-Board could partake, covered numerous possibilities. 
It was decided that Chuck will seek out a printer, a copywriter he knows well 
(*wink*—ed.), and that Dave will accomplish the stuffing, stamping and 
mailing by enlisting his grandkids.

Good of the Order: 
 
Ray mentioned that he had experienced trouble in receiving Dave’s email with 
the Zoom link, as it had gone into his Spam folder. Dave inquired from Chuck  
if this could be looked into, as it is broadcast via the base email address list.

The Zoom meeting then timed out at approximately 1034, so in retrospect Dave 
motioned to adjourn, Bill seconded, and that’s all she wrote folks!

Respectfully submitted,

Bill Moak
Secretary, L.A.-Pasadena Base, USSVI
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FOX Traffic: 
Bulletins from USSVI—Regional and National

Shipmates and Ladies,
This scholarship fundraiser may be of interest to you.
Cheers,
Dave

From: Michael Williamson <williess582@gmail.com>
Date: Tues., Nov. 10, 2020
Subject: Fwd: Dolphin Scholarship Foundation Fundraiser

WD6 Base Commanders Group (and Bonefish Base),

This is from San Diego Base Commander Warren Branges, who is in close communica-
tion with Squadron 11 at Point Loma Submarine Base. A great way to support our war 
fighters and their families.

/R
Willie

From: Warren Branges
Date: Tues., Nov. 10, 2020
Subject: Dolphin Scholarship Foundation Fundraiser

Shipmates:

The information below was received from Submarine Squadron Eleven Command 
Master Chief Nick Green concerning the Dolphin Scholarship Foundation Fundraiser 
in progress. Please consider participating in this drive in support of our Submarine 
Community. Note the final day is this Friday, November 13th. (Sorry this will be over  
by the time you see it here in The Periscope, but I thought it of interest anyway. Wish we 
could get earlier notice of these things...—ed.)

/R
Warren Branges
Commander, San Diego Base, USSVI

All,

Please disseminate this flyer to the widest possible audience.

THIS FUNDRAISER ENDS ON FRIDAY THE 13th!!

This is a T-shirt and Tote bag fundraiser, the image was designed by a Sailor’s son on 
our local waterfront (USS Alexandria’s EDMC’s son). Please click on the links below 
and buy a shirt or tote bag to show support for this great cause!   

The San Diego Submarine Spouses are raising funds for the Dolphin Scholarship Foun-
dation through the sale of logo imprinted Tee Shirts and Tote Bags. The Peace on Earth 

(continued on next page)

Note that the following e-bulletins from Regional and National appear in these pages in 
the order received. The most recent information therefore appears toward the back.—ed.

(concluded on next page)

Coffee with Salt?
(continued from previous page)

But as anyone who has ever 
had a big steaming cup of 
government coffee knows, 
it’s not the best. That’s true 
today, and it was true during 
World War II.

When your coffee tastes 
terrible you have a few 
options. You can add cream 
and sugar—if it’s available. 
Or you can cut the bitter taste 
some other way. For World 
War II era sailors, the most 
readily available way was 
through the use of table salt.

You might have seen some 
people salting fruit like 
cantaloupe and grapefruit 
or adding salt to their 
beer. That’s because when 
presented with both flavors 
at the same time, human 
taste buds can be fooled into 
ignoring bitter tastes and 
reacting more strongly to 
salty tastes instead. Salting 
coffee did the trick to reduce 
the bitter flavor and made the 
brew more palatable.

But that’s not the only reason 
sailors of that era grew 
accustomed to salty coffee, 
bringing the preference home 
with them when the war 
ended. The desalination units 
on World War II-era ships 
that converted sea water to 
drinking water weren’t 100% 
efficient at removing the salt 
from the water. As a result, 
the coffee retained a slightly 
salty flavor, so sailors just got 
used to the taste.

Now that we know that trick, 
we can all feel free to buy the 
world’s worst bulk coffee and, 
with a little salt, make it seem 
like Juan Valdez himself had 
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logo is shown below and a variety of Tee Shirt and Tot Bag renderings are available at the 
Websites at the bottom of this email. 

Visit these websites to pick out your Tee Shirt or Tote Bag and help the Dolphin Scholar-
ship Foundation by participating in this initiative by Submariner Spouses in San Diego.

SHIRTS  https://www.customink.com/fundraising/sddsfshirts
TOTE BAGS  https://www.customink.com/fundraising/sddsftotes

Michael “Willie” Williamson EN2/SS
WD6 Commander
(909) 754-0326 cell

Shipmates and Ladies,
Forwarding USSVI correspondence to L.A.-Pasadena Base members.
Dave

USSVI Regional and National News Bulletins…
(continued from previous page)

(continued on next page)

(continued on next page)

Coffee with Salt?
(concluded from previous page)

brought it to you from the 
mountains of Colombia.

An enlisted coffee mess aboard a 
submarine. (National Archives 
and Records Administration.)

Blake Stilwell can be reached at 
blake.stilwell@military.com. He 
can also be found on Twitter @
blakestilwell or on Facebook.

New Virginia Contracts 
for General Dynamics
(from the General Dynamics 
website; posted 10/01/2020.)

GROTON, Conn. — General 
Dynamics Electric Boat, a 
business unit of General 
Dynamics (NYSE:GD), 
was awarded two U.S. Navy 
contracts this week with a total 
value of $251 million.

The first contract is a $215.7 
million modification to a 
previously awarded contract, 
the cumulative value of which, 
if all options are exercised, 
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USSVI Regional and National News Bulletins…
(continued from previous page)

From: “USSVI POC: William C. Andrea” <NJVC@ussvi.org>
Date: November 10, 2020
To: “David H. Vanderveen” <d.s.vanderveen@hotmail.com>
Subject:  VSO Newsletter for November
Submitted by: John Dudas, USSVI Veterans Service Officer

Veterans and Gold Star Families Will Soon Have Free Admission to All National Parks:
https://bit.ly/36q9jkZ

Tricare Young Adult Premiums to Rise Sharply in 2021:
https://bit.ly/2UiOBhj

Tricare Prescription Drug Costs Won’t Rise in 2021:
https://bit.ly/3eS7f9k

Inclusive care program to expand across VA includes caregivers:
https://bit.ly/3kj2Jlb

2020 Veterans Day Deals, Discounts and Freebies:
https://bit.ly/2Ul7oJ4

Short List this Month - Please enjoy your Veterans Day.

Shipmates and Ladies,
Forwarding USSVI correspondence to L.A.-Pasadena Base members.
Dave

From: “USSVI POC: William C. Andrea” <NJVC@ussvi.org>
Date: November 10, 2020
To: “David H. Vanderveen” <d.s.vanderveen@hotmail.com>
Subject: Veterans’ Day
Submitted by: Wayne Standerfer, National Commander on 11/10/2020

Shipmates,

Tomorrow, November 11, 2020 is Veterans Day. A United States federal holiday ob-
served annually on this day to honor military veterans.

Veterans Day, formerly known as Armistice Day, was originally a U.S. legal holiday to 
honor the end of World War I, which officially took place at the 11th hour on the 11th 
day of the 11th month of 1918.

I would like to ask all of you to pause sometime during your day tomorrow and ob-
serve a moment of silence to honor all of our Military Veterans, with a special empha-
sis on our young men and women who are presently on active duty and deployed in 
harm’s way around our globe.

On behalf of the United States Submarine Veterans Inc National Board of Directors, I 
would like to wish all of you a happy and safe Veterans Day.

Respectfully,
Wayne Standerfer
USSVI National Commander

(continued on next page)

New GD/EB Contracts
(concluded from previous page)

could be more than $1 billion.  
Electric Boat will provide 
planning yard, design agent, 
engineering services and 
technical support for in-service 
submarines and submersible 
systems. The second contract is 
a $35.3 million cost-plus-fixed-
fee contract for Reactor Plant 
Planning Yard services for the 
submarine fleet and Support 
Yard services for the Navy’s 
Moored Training Ships.

“The shipbuilders of Electric 
Boat are proud to be a partner 
to the U.S. Navy, and continue 
to execute our mission to 
provide our sailors with the 
advantage that helps protect 
our Navy and our nation,” 
said Kevin Graney, president 
of General Dynamics Electric 
Boat. “We continue to work to 
hire, train and develop future 
generations of shipbuilders 
as we continue to deliver the 
Virginia class of fast attack 
submarines and move toward 
full-scale construction of the 
Columbia class of ballistic 
missile submarines.” 

General Dynamics, 
headquartered in Reston, 
Virginia, is a global aerospace 
and defense company that 
offers a broad portfolio of 
products and services in 
business aviation; combat 
vehicles, weapons systems and 
munitions; IT services; C4ISR 
solutions; and shipbuilding 
and ship repair. General 
Dynamics employs more than 
100,000 people worldwide 
and generated $39.4 billion in 
revenue in 2019. More info. 
about Electric Boat is available 
at www.gdeb.com. More info. 
about General Dynamics is 
available at www.gd.com.
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USSVI Regional and National News Bulletins…
(continued from previous page)

Shipmates and Ladies,
Forwarding USSVI correspondence to L.A.-Pasadena Base members. Please note, I have 
asked for the missing message #65 and will send it along when it comes in.
Dave

From: USSVI POC: William C. Andrea <NJVC@USSVI.ORG>
Sent: Wednesday, November 11, 2020
Subject: E-mail address hacking

Shipmates,

Our E-mail hacker posing as me has reared his sorry head once again asking for gift 
cards. 

He has also for the second time promoted me to “President.” Unfortunately, this is the 
world we live in today and there is just so much anyone can do to stop this from hap-
pening.

It is quite easy to see if the message is from the person that is supposedly sending it, 
just look at their return e-mail address. This latest imposter has me listed as “mem-
bers@mrrcovnor.com” and most anyone that knows me is aware this is not my e-mail 
address.

Do not respond to these type e-mails, just block the sending address, and the message.

One step that everyone can take is to adhere to what I have asked all of our members to 
do when sending e-mails to more than one person. Which is to list all of your recipi-
ents e-mail addresses in the Bcc (“Blind Copy”) feature that every e-mail program has 
available. This prevents hackers from compiling a listing of people that have a good 
chance of blindly replying to each other’s request.

Guys, this is a very necessary and simple step to take and after being told numerous 
times over the years of the possible consequences, failure to do this can only be classi-
fied as stupidity.

I am asking once again, do not put numerous recipients e-mail addresses in the “To or 
Cc” columns, put them in Bcc (Blind Copy).

Take care and be safe,
Wayne Standerfer
National Commander

Shipmates and Ladies,
Forwarding USSVI correspondence to L.A.-Pasadena Base members.
Dave

From: USSVI POC: William C. Andrea <NJVC@ussvi.org>
Date: Wed., Nov. 11, 2020
Subject: Agent Orange ruling clarification
Submitted by: John Dudas, USSVI VSO on 11/11/2020

VA Must Pay Retroactive Benefits to Blue Water Vietnam Vets:
https://bit.ly/3nvQ0hl

(continued on next page)

PRIDE RUNS DEEP

Submariner’s Prayer
(shared from Facebook by Bill Moak)

O’ Father hear our 
prayer to thee, 
For your humble servants, 
beneath the sea. 
In depths of oceans,  
as oft’ they stray, 
So far from night,  
so far from day. 
We would ask your  
guiding light to glow,  
To make their journey  
safe below. 
Please oft’ time grant them 
patient mind, 
Then ’ere the darkness
won’t them blind.  
They seek thy protection 
from the deep,  
Please grant your peace  
when ’ere they sleep. 
Of homes and loved ones 
far away, 
We ask your care  
for them each day. 
Until they surface once again, 
To drink the air  
and feel the rain. 
We ask your guiding  
hand to show, 
A safe progression,  
sure and slow. 
Dear Lord, please hear our 
prayer to thee,  
For your humble servants, 
beneath the sea.
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USSVI Regional and National News Bulletins…
(continued from previous page)

NOTE: The VA is required to go back and adjudicate all prior claims that were denied, so if you have never filed a claim with 
the VA for Agent Orange Medical Issues, and never had your claim denied, then you are not included in this legal decision.

You are still able to file a new claim for Agent Orange Medical Issues under the Blue Water Ruling, but the Submarine 
Service still faces the problem of existing proof because the Submarine Deck Logs that were scanned in by the Natuion-
al Archives were all blank for any location information due to the OPNAVINST that classified all submarine missions 
as “Special Operations” and ended the daily listings in the Deck Logs while on these Special Operations. We are still 
working on finding a fix for this issue.

John Dudas USSVI Veterans Service Officer

Shipmates and Ladies,
Here’s info. about some current submarine literature by Frank Hood of Marblehead Base.
Dave

From: Frank Hood <FrankHoodkessler@outlook.com>
Sent: Thursday, October 29, 2020

Hi Dave,

Frank Hood here, fellow Base Commander of Marblehead Base and co-author of three books, all with true stories 
about submarines and submariners.

You have probably heard about our first book Poopie Suits & Cowboy Boots. My co-author and brother, Charles, and I 
donate all the proceeds to our USSVI Scholarship Fund. To date we have donated over $38,500.

We recently got some exciting news we wanted to share with our subvet brothers. The Book Authority, an independent 
group that recommends top books for corporate executives and governmental strategy leaders, has rated Poopie Suits 
& Cowboy Boots as one of the seven best e-books on submarines in the world for 2020. Here is the link to the press 
release: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/526965837/breaking-poopie-suits-cowboy-boots-named-one-of-7-best-
ebooks-in-the-world-for-2020-on-submarines

The aim of Poopie Suits... and our other books is to get true everyday stories of submarine life out to a public eager for 
more information about submarines. No fiction (well, you know how sea stories go) or cloak-and dagger stuff. We now 
have three books in the series and have sold a combined 4,951 books. We have set up a website which gives information 
about our books. If a brother vet would like to order one, they can just go to www.subtales.com.

Would you be sure to go over this website address and ask everyone to go look at it? Each order supports our main 
mission and produces a $5 donation to our Scholarship Fund. I ask this favor of you because Christmas is coming, and 
maybe a dad, an uncle, a brother, a friend might appreciate a book about day-to-day life aboard a submarine. Never 
dull, never boring.  

Neither Charles nor I have taken any money from this effort over the nearly three years we have been doing this. We 
seek no BZ’s or Attaboys. Just helping deserving young kids to get a better shot at life is reward enough.

So if you would kindly go over this with your members, perhaps put an announcement in your base newsletter, maybe 
send out an All Hands email so those who don’t come to the Base meetings will hear the word, that would be most ap-
preciated.

Thank you for your support on this and thank you too for your service.

Straight Board,
Frank Hood
Qualified Oct. of 1971
USS Seahorse (SSN-669)
2 Northern Runs, 1 Med. Run, from Nov.  ’69 to July ’72

(concluded on next page)
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USSVI Regional and National News Bulletins…
(concluded from previous page)

USS Columbia (SSN-721)
USS Connecticut (SSN-22)
USS Delaware (SSN-791)
USS Greeneville (SSN-772)
USS Helena (SSN-725)
USS Hyman G. Rickover (SSN-795)

USS Montana (SSN-794)
USS North Dakota (SSN-784)
USS Kentucky Blue (SSBN-737)
USS Kentucky Gold (SSBN-737)
USS Maine Blue (SSBN-741)

SUBMARINES IN NEED OF ADDITIONAL SPONSORS 

USSVI Boat Sponsorship Program 
P.O. Box 3870 
Silverdale, WA 98398-3870
Please indicate BSP and the name  
of the sponsored boat or organization in 
the memo field of your check

Mail your 
check to:

Questions?  
Jack Messersmith 
(928) 227-7753  
or e-mail  
MesserJ109@gmail.com

Take
Plu !egnthe

Send three American Submariner  
subscriptions to your favorite boat! 
• Sponsorhip is only $30 a year
• Add a USSVI Calendar for only $7 more

✓  Reach potential new members  
by sending three annual  
subscriptions of American  
Submariner to the boat or  
organization of your choice

✓  First-time sponsors receive a  
Boat Sponsorship Patch

✓  All sponsors entered into the  
quarterly Boat Model Giveaway  
drawing (one entry per  
sponsorship)—a $500 value

Shipmates and Ladies,
Forwarding USSVI correspondence to L.A.-Pasadena Base members.
Dave

From: “USSVI POC: William C. Andrea” <NJVC@ussvi.org>
Date: November 17, 2020
Subject: Open Enrollment for Federal and Military Retiree’s Benefits
Submitted by: Paul Hiser, National Treasurer

Shipmates,

This is the season to enroll or make changes to your Dental and Vision Plans.
Open Enrollment closes December 14, 2020. 

Click on this link:

https://bit.ly/38QVGOL

From there you can enroll, compare plans, or make changes to your existing plan. The appropriate buttons are at the 
bottom of the page.

Paul Hiser
National Treasurer
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Armstrong - The Smokeboat Roach
(concluded from page 14)

period for a cockroach death and get at least two days of 
decent laughs out of it.

Everyone who rode diesel boats knows that the Emperor 
of every smokeboat’s roach population lived in your bread 
locker. Just think of the old line, “If you don’t like raisin 
bread, just shake it and all the raisins will get up and run 
away.”

Diesel boat etiquette required that any member of ship’s 
company passing the bread locker had to knock on it. You 
also knocked before you opened the door to the bread 
locker and gave the little boogers enough time to go hide 
so the bright light wouldn’t hurt their little eyes.

On one boat, when they had a “Repel Boarders” drill, six 
really big roaches came topside wearing bottle caps for 
helmets and carrying razor blades.

In SUBRON SIX, if a roach lived an honorable life, he 
never looked up at the skipper while flat on his back in 
the Old Man’s mashed potatoes; never crawled out of the 
Chief of the Boat’s pocket in the middle of a dress inspec-
tion; never tap-danced across the Exec’s wife’s fanny when 
she sneaked into the officers head for a tinkle on a visit. 
In fact, if they were good little smokeboat roaches when 
they died, they got to spend eternity in Thelma’s lingerie 
drawer.

Submarine roaches reproduce at a rate that exceeds that of Keep a zero bubble . . .  Dex.

the increase in population of Northern China. There is no 
such thing as birth control in the cockroach world. So it 
never takes the little sonuvabitches long to damn near take 
over a whole boat.

When they started standing on top of each other, formed 
bands and began holding close order drill at the regimental 
level, the corpsman lowered the boom: we buttoned up the 
boat and fumigated it. In other words, we gassed the little 
bastards.

When the process was completed, the air ventilated and 
cleared, we all returned. The decks looked like the floor 
of a titty bar where folks eat roasted peanuts and toss the 
empty hulls on the deck. Only we were crunching around 
in a half-inch of dead bugs.

The Squadron Commander of SUBRON SIX should have 
worn silver roaches instead of eagles: they were the natural 
common denominator of all the old boats.

So, my little Norwegian, that roach picture up on the wall 
makes me feel at home. For years, 
they were my shipmates.

By they way, anyone remember the 
fun we had watching mites doing 
back flips in our breakfast cereal?

From: Angus McColl <angusamccoll@gmail.com>
Date: Fri., Nov 20, 2020
To: Marilyn Senior <marilyn.senior@gmail.com>

Marilyn,

I am aware you all are meeting on Zoom and was thinking I might join up this week.  

Unfortunately, on Tuesday I learned that our oldest granddaughter Gwyn (9 years old) was  
diagnosed with a massive brain tumor. She had a seven-hour surgery to remove the tumor  
on Wednesday. Now we are waiting for a pathology report.  

Carol and I are driving from Dallas to Louisville tomorrow to be present and help with care of  
younger siblings. We should find out on Monday exactly what is going on and what her treatment  
and prognosis will be.

My daughter set up a webpage to provide updates. Please feel free to share with the base. Prayers for Gwyn’s treatment, 
healing and recovery greatly appreciated. Nothing is certain and it’s going to be a long slog. Trusting in God’s goodness 
and a great medical team.

https://www.caringbridge.org/visit/gwynmorgan

Thank you.

Best regards,  Angus

MAIL 
BUOYWherein 

we present 
occasional 
letters of 
interest...
—ed.
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vanced planning money already awarded, according to the 
Defense Department contract announcement. The work 
under this contract is scheduled to wrap up in May, 2023, 
eight years after the sub left the operational fleet.

While Boise could be wrapped up by 2023—the overhaul 
was initially scheduled for 25 months—it’s possible the 
repairs could take longer, O’Rourke said.

The bill will be paid out of 2020 Operations & Mainte-
nance funding, according to the contract announcement.

Boise has been something of a cause célèbre among con-
gressional leaders, who have pointed to the ship’s long wait 
to enter the shipyard as emblematic of the Navy’s struggle 
with maintenance delays. The issue with attack subma-
rines has been complicated, because while that work would 

Hapless Attack Sub Boise Could Return to  
the Fleet in 2023 After Eight Years Sidelined

(Reproduced from the DefenseNews website - September 22, 2020)

by David B. Larter

WASHINGTON — It has been five years since 
the attack submarine Boise returned from its 
last patrol, and this whole time she has been 

waiting on some loving care and attention in the ship-
yards.

On Monday, the check cleared for roughly $351.8 million 
that covers the initial planning and work as part of her 
overhaul at Huntington Ingalls Newport News Ship-
building where she has been in dry dock since earlier 
this year. Another contract covering the full engineer-
ing overhaul is in negotiations, according to Naval Sea 
System Command spokesperson Colleen O’Rourke, work 
that will include significant maintenance on the nuclear 
propulsion system and modernization upgrades.

The running tab on Boise so far is $355 million, with ad-

The attack submarine Boise arrives at Huntington Ingalls Industries’ Newport News, Va. shipyard on June 18, 2018 to begin an extended 
engineering overhaul. (Ashley Cowan/Huntington Ingalls Industries photo.)

(concluded on page 28)
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typically be done in the public shipyards, those have been 
backed up with aircraft carriers and the Ohio-class ballistic 
missile subs.

Some of the Navy’s problems will resolve themselves after 
ballistic missile subs are refueled, said Bryan Clark, a 
retired submarine officer and analyst with the Center for 
Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, in a 2019 interview.

“The big factor here is that attack submarines are last in 
line when it comes to maintenance,” Clark explained then. 
“And that maintenance is done in the public yards, both 
the refueling and non-refueling overhauls. So that’s why 
you see submarines like Boise who have been waiting a 
long time to get in, because carriers had a lot of mainte-
nance backlog.

“And working through that backlog pushed SSBN refuel-
ings back, and that in turn pushed attack subs to the end 
of the line. Now that they are working through the carrier 
backlog and the SSBN refueling is now largely completed, 
that’s going to mean the attack submarines can be brought 
back into the public shipyards. So that’s a structural issue 
that’s going to work itself out.”

But other aspects of the Navy’s quest to dig out of the sub-

marine backlog are thornier and will require the service to 
make long-term commitments to private shipyards, Clark 
said. One of the main issues with assigning attack subs to 
private shipyards is that they are not necessarily set up as 
maintenance shops: they’re more so built and organized as 
new construction yards.

Naval Sea Systems Command acknowledged as much in 
a statement to the Virginian Pilot as part of a story on 
the delays of Columbus and Helena, which the command 
attributed to “the workforce’s inexperience in conducting 
submarine maintenance, which differs greatly from new 
construction.”

Working through those issues will take time, Clark said.

“It’s a totally different job from ship construction,” he 
added. “So that will take some time to build up a work-
force and capacity that’s dedicated to ship maintenance, 
instead of taking folks who were working new construc-
tion and simply repurposing them for overhauls. There 
are some growing pains associated with adjusting to doing 
that kind of work.”

In an interview with USNI News, former Naval Sea Sys-
tems Command head Vice Adm. Thomas Moore said he 

thought Boise would 
go better than previous 
attempts at maintaining 
attack boats in a private 
shipyard.

“I think we are well-posi-
tioned on Boise, certainly 
way better than we were 
on Helena and Columbus, 
when we learned so many 
lessons the hard way,” 
Moore said. “They hadn’t 
done submarine work in 
ten years, and I think we 
underestimated how they 
had atrophied in that 
skill set. I think they did 
as well.

“And the other thing is, 
I think we recognized 
that we probably put too 
much on their plate, with 
multiple availabilities on 
their plate at one time.”

The attack submarine Chicago at the Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard and Intermediate Maintenance 
Facility. (U.S. Navy photo by Dave Amodo.)

Boise to Return to the Fleet?
(concluded from page 27)
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funding for components of 
boats being procured under 
the FY2019-FY2023 MYP 
contract, bringing the total 
amount of procurement and 
AP funding requested for 
the program in FY2021 to 
$4,235.9 million (i.e., about 
$4.2 billion), excluding 
outfitting and post-delivery 
costs.

The FY2019-FY2023 MYP 
contract for the Virginia-
class program includes a 

total of nine boats (in annual quantities of 2-2-1-2-2), with 
an option for adding a 10th boat. The contract allows for 
the 10th boat to be added in either FY2021 (which would 
make for a total procurement of two Virginia-class boats in 
FY2021) or a subsequent year. The Navy’s FY2021 unfund-
ed priorities list (UPL) reportedly lists the 10th boat as the 
Navy’s top unfunded priority for FY2021 and states that 
fully funding this additional boat in FY2021 would require 
an additional $2.76 billion in funding.

The Navy’s force-level goal for SSNs is to achieve and 
maintain a force of 66 boats. The Navy’s SSN force in-
cluded 50 boats at the end of FY2019. From the mid-2020s 
through the early 2030s, the number of SSNs is projected 
to experience a valley or trough, reaching a minimum of 
42 boats in FY2027-FY2028. Some observers are concerned 
that this projected valley could lead to a period of height-
ened operational strain for the SSN force, and perhaps a 
period of weakened conventional deterrence against po-
tential adversaries such as China. The projected SSN valley 
was first identified by CRS in 1995 and has been discussed 
in CRS reports and testimony every year since then. The 
Navy’s FY2020 30-year shipbuilding plan projects that,  
after reaching its projected 42-boat minimum, the SSN 
force will increase to 66 boats by FY2048.

Issues for Congress regarding the Virginia-class program 
include the potential impact of the COVID-19 (coronavi-
rus) situation on the execution of U.S. military shipbuild-
ing programs, including the Virginia-class program; wheth-
er to provide funding for procuring a second Virginia-class 
boat in FY2021 (which would be the 10th boat under the 
MYP contract); the potential industrial-base challenges 
of building both Columbia-class boats and Virginia-class 
attack submarines (SSNs) at the same time; and technical 
risk in the design for the latest (i.e., Block V) version of the 
Virginia-class submarine.

Report on Virginia-Class Attack Submarine Program
(Reproduced from the USNI News website - September 25, 2020)

The following is the Sept. 24, 2020 Congressional 
Research Service report, Navy Virginia (SSN-774) 
Class Attack Submarine Procurement: Back-

ground and Issues for Congress.

From the report...

The Navy has been procuring Virginia-class (SSN-774) 
nuclear-powered attack submarines (SSNs) since FY1998. 
The one Virginia-class boat that the Navy is request-
ing for procurement in FY2021 would be the 33rd boat 
in the class. The Navy’s FY2020 budget submission had 
projected that the Navy would request two Virginia-class 
boats in FY2021.

Virginia-class boats scheduled for procurement in 
FY2019-FY2023 are being procured under a multiyear 
procurement (MYP) contract. Most Virginia-class boats 
procured in FY2019 and subsequent years are to be 
built with the Virginia Payload Module (VPM), an ad-
ditional, 84-foot-long, mid-body section equipped with 
four large-diameter, vertical launch tubes for storing 
and launching additional Tomahawk missiles or other 
payloads.

The Navy’s FY2021 budget submission estimates the 
procurement cost of the Virginia-class boat requested for 
procurement in FY2021 at $3,539.4 million (i.e., about 
$3.5 billion). The boat has received $915.7 million in 
prior-year “regular” advance procurement (AP) funding, 
and $289.0 million in prior-year Economic Order Quan-
tity (EOQ) AP funding for components of boats being 
procured under the FY2019-FY2023 MYP contract. The 
Navy’s proposed FY2021 budget requests the remaining 
$2,334.7 million needed to complete the boat’s estimated 
procurement cost, as well as $1,473.8 million in “regu-
lar” AP funding for Virginia-class boats to be procured 
in future fiscal years and $427.4 million in EOQ AP 
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salvage operations if the ship were to sink during a large 
storm. The restoration group stated in its initial lawsuit 
that it would only take $300,000 to drydock the submarine 
in North Charleston and repair it, according to a March 
2019 quote from Deytens Shipyard.

Howard stated that the Patriots Point Development Author-
ity averages $6,700 per month to maintain the Clamagore.

The affidavit also contained the Patriots Point Develop-
ment Authority’s request for $2.7 million in the state 
budget. While Gov. Henry McMaster initially vetoed the 
money, lawmakers later overrode it.

“The USS Clamagore is in an advanced state of deteriora-
tion and is in danger of severe damage related to future 
tropical storms,” the budget request stated. “Funding from 
the appropriation will be used to remove environmental 
contaminants from the submarine Clamagore, prep the 
vessel for sinking as a fisheries reef, towing the vessel to the 
reef site, and submerging the submarine to create a reef. 
Some of the funds will also be used to create a land-based 
memorial to the crew of the Clamagore.”

The form also states that the $2.7 million would be in addi-
tion to $800,000 from Patriots Point “reserve accounts” and 
The College of Charleston Foundation. SCDNR would also 
make an in-kind matching contribution of $800,000.

“While the Patriots Point Development Authority Board is 
passionate about its mission to foster patriotism and honor 
veterans, we must also be fiscally responsible if we are to 
continue to be financially self-sufficient,” Hauff said. “We 
have done everything possible over the past seven years to 
find a new museum home for the Clamagore, but there have 
been no takers. We truly understand the sentiments involved 
when talking about saving an historic warship. However, we 
are also charged with the responsibility of ensuring the long-
term viability of the entire Patriots Point museum.”

Patriots Point Hopes to Sink USS Clamagore,  
Make Her Into a Reef by 2021

by Nick Krueger  (Reproduced from the Live 5 WCSC website - July 23, 2019)

CHARLESTON, S.C. (WCSC) - In an ongoing 
lawsuit between the Patriots Point Development 
Authority and the USS Clamagore Restoration 

Association, court documents filed last week state that 
Patriots Point hopes to have the submarine sunk into a 
reef within two years.

An affidavit was filed last week by Robert Howard, the 
Patriots Point Development Authority property manager. 
He states that the goal is, “completing the reefing process” 
by April 2021.

“We hope to have the necessary approvals and be pre-
pared to complete the project between January and June 
of 2021,” Patriots Point spokesman Chris Hauff said.

The documents mark the first time that a timeline for a 
possible sinking of the ship have been made public.

Howard also cites documents from a marine contractor 
dated April 26, 2019, which show it would currently take 
more than $9.3 million to fully repair the Clamagore. The 
quote for repairs cites more than $3 million in welding 
work, $250,000 for asbestos abatement, as well as more 
than $1 million in repairs to the superstructure deck.

The number is $1.3 million more than USA TODAY 
reported back in May.

“The $9.35 million repair estimate was reported to us by 
an expert in historic naval ship restoration,” Hauff said. “If 
the Clamagore were to be properly repaired, it would need 
far more than a cleaning and paint job. It would require 
thousands of feet of steel plating, environmental cleanup, 
and more. Based on our experience, just removing the 
Clamagore from the marina where it is moored is an esti-
mated $160,000, with another cost of potentially a similar 
amount to bring the vessel back from the shipyard.”

Additionally, Howard states it would cost $3 million in 
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cal seas. Construction on the submarine started before the 
U.S. entered WWII, and she was commissioned after the 
U.S. entered the war. On October 11, 1943, Wahoo, under 
the command of the renowned Lt. Cmdr. Dudley Walker 
“Mush” Morton, was sunk with all 79 hands onboard by 
air and surface attack as she was attempting to exit the 
Sea of Japan via La Perouse Strait. At the time of her loss, 
Wahoo was the most storied boat in the fleet. In her seven 
war patrols, she earned six battle stars and a Presidential 
Unit Citation. The boat would be credited with sinking 20 
Japanese ships, 19 of them during her last five war patrols. 
Morton was later awarded the Navy Cross and the destroyer 
USS Morton (DD-948) was named in his honor.

The second USS Wahoo (SS-565), a Tang-class submarine, 
was commissioned on Memorial Day in 1952. After train-
ing exercises in the waters off the Hawaiian Islands, Wahoo 
embarked on tours of duty in the western Pacific as part 
of Seventh Fleet. She then completed two tours of duty in 
support of the Vietnam War and was decommissioned in 
June, 1980. Wahoo was also recognized for her actions in 
Vietnamese waters.

Rules for giving certain types of names to certain types of 
Navy ships have evolved over time. Attack submarines, for 
example, were once named for fish, then later for cities and 
states. However, Braithwaite supports naming future sub-
marines after past vessels with historic naval legacies.

“Naming Virginia-class submarines is a unique opportunity 
to reclaim submarine names that carry inspirational records 
of achievement,” Braithwaite added.

Attack submarines are designed to seek and destroy enemy 
submarines and surface ships; project power ashore with 
Tomahawk cruise missiles and Special Operation Forces 
(SOF); carry out Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnais-
sance (ISR) missions; support battle group operations; and 
engage in mine warfare. For more information about attack 
submarines, visit https://www.navy.mil/Resources/Fact-Files/
Display-FactFiles/Article/2169558/attack-submarines-ssn/

SECNAV Names Two Future Virginia-Class Subs Tang and Wahoo
(Reproduced from the Navy.mil website - November 18, 2020)

Secretary of the Navy Kenneth J. Braithwaite an-
nounced Nov. 17 that two future Virginia-class attack 
submarines will be named USS Tang and USS Wahoo.

USS Tang (SSN-805) and USS Wahoo (SSN-806) will 
carry the names of two storied World War II submarines.

“The success in battle both previous namesakes endured 
will undoubtedly bring great pride to the future crews of 
USS Tang and USS Wahoo,” said Braithwaite. “Along with 
the previously named USS Barb (SSN-804), these boats 
will honor the strong traditions and heritage of the Silent 
Service.”

This will be the third time that the names Tang and 
Wahoo will be used for U.S. Navy submarines.

USS Tang (SS-306) was a Balao-class submarine and the 
first U.S. Navy ship to bear the name Tang, a sturgeon 
fish popular in the waters of the Pacific Ocean. She was 
built and launched in 1943, and under the command of 
Lt. Cmdr. Richard H. O’Kane, was credited with sinking 
five enemy ships during the boat’s first war patrol. In her 
five patrols, Tang is credited with sinking 31 ships, total-
ing 227,800 tons and damaging two for 4,100 tons. Tang 
received four battle stars and two Presidential Unit Cita-
tions for her service during WWII, and O’Kane received 
the Medal of Honor for Tang’s final, heroic actions.

A second USS Tang (SS-563), the first ship in the Navy’s 
Tang-class of diesel submarines, was commissioned in 
October, 1951. She was among the first post-WWII sub-
marines designed under the Greater Underwater Propul-
sion Power Program (GUPPY). She went on to complete 
multiple patrols supporting the Vietnam War, and later 
became a training vessel in Groton, Connecticut, before 
decommissioning in February, 1980. Tang earned four 
battle stars for service in Vietnamese waters.

USS Wahoo (SS-238) was a Gato-class submarine and 
the first U.S. Navy ship to be named for the wahoo fish, a 
scombrid fish found worldwide in tropical and subtropi-

USS Wahoo (SS-238) returns after 
her famous Third War Patrol.
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’Twas the Night Before Christmas
by Anonymous Bubblehead

(with apologies to Clement Clarke Moore; 
provided by Paul Riggs from the internet)

’Twas the night before Christmas and what no one could see,  
the men with the Dolphins were under the sea.  

Most of the crew lay out flat on their backs, 
snoring and dreaming all snug in their racks. 

Those men on the watch were making their rounds,  
some manning the planes or listening for sounds. 

Back in maneuvering or down in the room,  
they all hoped the oncoming watch would come soon.

I’d finished some PM’s whose time were now due,  
and hoped for some sleep, just an hour or two.  
Against better judgement I took a short stroll,  

and found myself wandering into Control. 

The NAV had the Conn, the COW was in place,  
the COB had the Dive with a scowl on his face. 

The helm and the planes were relaxed but aware,  
the QM and ET were discussing a dare. 

To comply with Night Orders the NAV told the Dive 
to bring up the boat with a minimum rise. 

The bubble came up and soon they were there,  
at periscope depth with a ’scope in the air.

The QM confirmed our position with care; 
the broadcast was copied, we brought in some air.  

The NAV on the ’scope let out a small cry—  
he shook his head twice and then rubbed his eyes.

He looked once again to find just what it was   
interrupting his sweep and causing this pause.  

Try as he might there was nothing to see,  
so down went the ’scope and us to the deep. 

I asked what it was that had caused his dismay. 
He sheepishly said, “I’m embarrassed to say.  
It could’ve been Northern Lights or a cloud,  

or a meteorite, perhaps,” he wondered aloud. 

“But to tell you the truth I guess I must say,  
whatever it was, it looked like a sleigh.  

And though it passed quickly and never was clear,  
I almost believe it was pulled by reindeer.” 

We laughed and we teased him and got up to go,  
when the moment was broken by “Conn, Radio.” 

They told us a message was just coming in...  
We looked at the depth gauge and started to grin. 

“Radio, Conn, I feel safe to say, 
your attempt at a joke is too far delayed.  

If it had been sooner it might have been neat,  
but I doubt we’re receiving at four hundred feet.” 

“Oh Conn, Radio, you can come down and see,  
we’re not playing games to any degree.”  

I then headed aft—nothing better to do— 
surprised by the fact it was still coming through. 

Once ended, ‘twas sent to Control to be read;  
the NAV checked it slowly and then scratched his head. 

Once again he began, but this time aloud,  
to all those who waited, a curious crowd: 

“Denizens of the deep are you men of the sea,  
who risk your lives daily so others stay free... 
I rarely have seen you, on this my big night,  

for so many times you’re all hidden from sight. 

With Warmest Holiday Wishes from The Periscope

But purely by luck I did see you tonight...  
as your ‘scope coaxed the plankton to glow with a light.  

And lucky for me I have finally won  
the chance to say thanks for all you have done.

I know that you all miss your families back home,  
and that sometimes you feel as if you’re alone.  

But trust what I say and I’ll do what is right: 
Something special will go to those families tonight. 

Along with the gifts I’ll drop off with your kin,  
I’ll visit their dreams and leave word within.  

They’ll hear of your love and how sorely you miss them; 
I’ll tell them that soon you’ll be once again with them.

It might not be much, I know that is true,  
to thank you for all the things that you do.   

But I’ll do what I can, while you do what is right,  
Merry Christmas to all, and to all a good night.”
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SEALION
S-36
S-26
SHARK I
PERCH
S-27
GRUNION
S-39
ARGONAUT
AMBERJACK
GRAMPUS
TRITON
PICKEREL
GRENADIER
RUNNER
R-12
GRAYLING
POMPANO

CISCO
S-44
DORADO
WAHOO
CORVINA
SCULPIN
CAPELIN
SCORPION
GRAYBACK
TROUT
TULLIBEE
GUDGEON
HERRING
GOLET
S-28
ROBALO
FLIER

In memory
 of the

 fifty-two
submarines

 lost in
 World War II

HARDER
SEAWOLF
DARTER
SHARK II
TANG
ESCOLAR
ALBACORE
GROWLER
SCAMP
SWORDFISH
BARBEL
KETE
TRIGGER
SNOOK
LAGARTO
BONEFISH
BULLHEAD

(Photo by Carol Banning)

USS Jimmy Carter (SSN-23)   
Named after the 39th President and one of only three Seawolf-class 
boats constructed, she has been altered from her original design and is 
presumably now our nation’s most capable “spy” submarine platform. 


